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 BIOGRAPHY 



HUNT SLONEM 

(b. July 18, 1951) 

Hunt Slonem will be the subject of a monograph in 2011 from Vendome Publishers with text by Dominique Nahas. 
The 30-year survey features more than 600 vibrant illustrations. 

Since 1977, Hunt Slonem has had more than 350 exhibitions at prestigious galleries and museums internationally. 
In 2010 there are shows in the Coral Springs Museum, Coral Springs, Fl; Museo de Arte El Salvador, San Salvador, 
Columbia; Meadows Museum of Art, Shreveport, LA; Paul & Lulu Hilliard Museum, Lafayette, LA; McMullen 
Museum, Boston, MA; National Museum of Art, Sofia, Bulgaria; and more.  Globally, more than 100 museums 
include his work in their collections, among them the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Solomon R. Guggenheim 
Museum and the Whitney Museum of American Art in New York City. He has been commissioned to paint large-
scale murals for the Bryant Park Grill, New York City and  the former World Trade Center, NYC. 

“Pleasure Palaces: The Art & Homes of Hunt Slonem” with text by Vincent Katz, was published by PowerHouse 
Books in 2007. In 2002 Henry R. Abrams published “Hunt Slonem, An Art Rich & Strange” which features text by 
Donald Kuspit.  Slonem divides his time between Louisiana where he owns two plantation homes on the historic 
register, Albania in St. Mary’s Parish and Lakeside in Pointe Coupee; and New York City where he has lived and 
worked since 1973. 

Hunt Slonem received the prestigious “Stars of Design” award in art October 2009 in New York City, the 
Greenshields Foundation award in 1976, the National Endowment for the Arts Grant in 1991, and numerous 
others.  He studied painting at Skowhegan School of Painting & Sculpture in Skowhegan, Maine; Vanderbilt 
University in Nashville, TN;  and received a Bachelor of Arts degree from Tulane University of Louisiana.  

 

 

 

“Amazons” 2009 oil on wood 28x32in. 
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NY Culture  

Butterflies, Birds and Black Streaks at Hunt 
Slonem's Chelsea Studio 
L'Oreal Paris Hosts a Cocktail Party to Launch a New Mascara Collection 

By Mike Vilensky  
 

 
Jane Larkworthy 

"Champagne?" asked a waiter in the elevator.  

We were on our way up to Hunt Slonem's Chelsea studio, where the beauty brand L'Oreal Paris was hosting a 
cocktail party to launch a new mascara collection that is apparently inspired by butterflies. At least, it is called 
Voluminous Butterfly Mascara.  

 
Billy B.       Dr. Gervaise Gerstner 

http://online.wsj.com/public/search?article-doc-type=%7BNY+Culture%7D&HEADER_TEXT=ny+culture
http://quotes.wsj.com/FR/OR
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To get to the event, guests stepped off the street and into a shaftway decorated with a red carpet and a chaise lounge, 
leaving the overcast day behind. Tomato canapés and drinks were offered during the quick ride from the ground 
floor to the third. "Cute," one guest remarked on the way up.  

Mr. Slonem is a painter and sculptor known for his images of tropical birds. Those birds are not just present in his 
work but were also there at his studio—all 80 of them, squawking and stealing the spotlight from the makeup.  

"I just came back from Louisiana yesterday," Mr. Slonem said, while mingling with guests. "I have two plantations 
down there and go back-n-forth." 

 
Maggie Sajak and Lesly Sajak          Kim Paquet, Lisa Petrella and Patricia Acciavatti 

The artist said he opened up his spacious studio, filled with Amazonian parrots (in cages) and with massive paintings 
and sculptures, because his own work often involves butterflies, too.  

Alison Brod, the public relations honcho who put together the event, owns one of Mr. Slonem's butterfly paintings, 
the artist said.  

A presentation was held to explain the details of the mascara, and mini-steaks were passed around.  

But, again, the parrots captured the room's attention.  

 
                              Hunt Slonem                                                       Emmy Brooks  

 

How—and why—did the artist amass his collection of winged animals? "Some people like dogs," Mr. Slonem said. 
"I'm kind of a sucker [for birds]. I am fascinated with the shapes of nature, and I like anything exotica."  

The party spilled into the evening; booze, canapés and birds abounded.  

"I saw a butterfly in a coffee plantation growing up," Mr. Slonem added. "I never got over the experience." 





 
Architectural Digest > Celebrity Style 

Hairstylist Guido Palau's Artful Manhattan Duplex 
The fashion-world favorite's New York City home is as distinctive as the coiffures he devises 

Text by Douglas Brenner | Photography by Joshua McHugh | Produced by Howard Christian 
 

 
 

Garden Room 
Hunt Slonem’s painting Gilt Bunny, set on a vintage Arredoluce lighted easel, takes pride of place in the garden 
room off the terrace. A custom-made chaise in a Pierre Frey fabric is paired with a graffitied ceramic stool by 
Reinaldo Sanguino. 
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A serene palette gives the family room an elegant yet comfortable vibe. A painting by Hunt Slonem above the mantel is a focal 
point. 

 

  

 

Going Home 
 

Courtney Cox of 2 Ivy Lane builds a nature-inspired house in the 
neighborhood where she grew up 

 

 
Courtney Cox experienced an idyllic childhood in the Alexandria neighborhood of 
Belle Haven—and even then, she had a designer’s eye. “As a girl,” she recalls, “I 
always loved this one property because the house had a pink door.” Ironically, the 
home she’s referring to came on the market at a time when Cox and her husband 

http://www.homeanddesign.com/index.asp
http://www.homeanddesign.com/photodisplay.asp?id=4435
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The dining room houses a 
painting by Hunt Slonem, 
and an antique table and 
chandelier. 

were house hunting. Cox’s parents still lived in the neighborhood, so she and her 
husband jumped at the opportunity to buy there. 

Unfortunately, the house had too many problems to salvage—pink door 
notwithstanding. So the couple enlisted architect Stephanie Dimond to design a 
classic, red brick house on the site that would work well in the traditional 
neighborhood.  

For the new house, Cox and her husband chose a Colonial-style exterior with an 
open plan inside. “I had to plan ahead,” explains the designer, who now has a boy 
and a girl under four. “At the time, we didn’t have any kids, so I was trying to 
envision what I would need with children running around. An open floor plan 
seemed to me the perfect way for a young family to live.”  

The first floor features high-ceilinged, light-filled rooms that connect via expansive 
case openings. A circular traffic pattern on the main floor leads from the foyer to 
the living, family and breakfast rooms, then to the kitchen and dining room and 
back to the foyer. French doors, glass-paned windows, understated moldings and 
random-width, old-growth heart-of-pine floorboards abound. “I’m inspired by 
nature,” says Cox, co-owner of 2 Ivy Lane with partner Alex Deringer. “I wanted 
my home to be soothing, fresh and light. Simplicity and clean lines matter to me. I 
also didn’t want anything jarring with respect to color or pattern.”  

Cox achieved her vision by sticking to a palette of creams, grays and tans for large 
furnishings; case goods are either left natural or painted in her favored light hues. 
Mirrors reflect space and light. Upholstered pieces are mostly of linen, with silk 
curtains in the formal dining room and cut-velvet armchairs in the living room.  

“The palette may not seem realistic with kids, but it works,” says Cox. “I use a lot 
of indoor-outdoor fabrics. Everything is stain-resistant. And the slipcovers on the 
kitchen benches are machine-washed every week.” 

The kitchen design was very important to Cox. “Whether we entertain or not,” she 
says, “everyone gathers there so I wanted it to be really beautiful. I also wanted to 
bring in as much natural light as possible.”  

She commissioned a stunning kitchen skylight by the British company Marston & 
Langinger, a designer of  greenhouses and conservatories. “Whether it’s sunny 

http://www.homeanddesign.com/photodisplay.asp?id=4402
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skies or pouring rain, I get such a good feeling working or sitting beneath the 
skylight,” says Cox. “I feel so connected to the outdoors.” Other highlights in the 
crisp, white kitchen include double bell jar light pendants and a rosewood island 
countertop that exudes organic warmth.  

In the adjacent breakfast room, the chairs have chevron-patterned embroidery on 
their linen backs, while the seats are covered in easy-to-wipe pleather. Cox, who 
formerly owned a clothing boutique, applies her fashion sense to décor. “I put 
people in great dresses with clean lines. Then I added punches of interest through 
earrings or a pair of shoes. My house is the same,” she says, “simple, with small 
doses of color and pattern through its accessories.”  

In the dining room, rays of sunshine peek through in the colors of the wingback 
chairs and settee. The living room blooms with blush and pink-dot accent pillows, 
and the family room carries ripples of blue and gray. Barely-there patterns are 
updated versions of their traditional cousins, from leopard prints and oversized 
paisleys to soft geometrics or botanical motifs.  

“I don’t have an enormous backyard, so I brought the garden inside,” says Cox, 
explaining her use of glass lanterns and hurricane lamps as ambient lighting 
indoors. Wrought iron, often painted, finds its way into chandeliers, sconces and 
curtain-rods. Stone statuary, woven baskets and ceramic garden stools are other 
outdoor-inspired elements. Potted plants and cut flowers abound. Contemporary 
paintings of wildlife or antique-framed botanicals hang in groups.  

“I love our home,” says Cox. “As the children are growing, I know we made the 
right decisions. They’re lucky to have grandparents up the street. Everything we 
need is right here.”  

Charlotte Safavi is a writer in Alexandria, Virginia. Photographer Angie Seckinger splits her time between Potomac, 
Maryland, and Spain.    

ARCHITECTURE: STEPHANIE DIMOND, Dimond-Adams Design Architecture, Alexandria, Virginia. INTERIOR 
DESIGN & CONTRACTING: COURTNEY COX, 2 Ivy Lane, Alexandria, Virginia.  
  

 
 

    

 

http://www.dimondadams.com/Welcome.html
http://2ivylane.com/
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Ciano Cucina Opens in New York                                                                  BY TAYLOR HARRIS  

 
 

Stratis Morfogen, Filipa Fino and Unik Ernest.  Photo By Steve Eichner 

 

 
 

Dining room of Cucina Ciano.  Photo By Steve Eichner 

http://www.wwd.com/wwd-masthead/taylor-harris-3727526
http://www.wwd.com/eye/food/ciano-cucina-opens-in-new-york-7272230/slideshow/7272295
http://www.wwd.com/eye/food/ciano-cucina-opens-in-new-york-7272230
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Hunt Slonem X Echo Design: Wearable Art 
By Lauren Parker  

 

 
New York—It was an evening of bunnies, butterflies and birds (painting, printed and real) at Wednesday’s Hunt 
Slonem X Echo Design launch party, held at the artist’s incredible Manhattan art studio. 

The event gave retailers and media a chance to experience Slonem’s four-decade art career firsthand and see the 
inspiration behind the limited-edition capsule collection of printed scarves and totes, all reinterpreted for Echo 
Design. Retails range from $48 to $148. 

The Hunt Slonem for Echo Design collection features six scarf designs and one tote bag, each turning a 
different piece of Slonem’s works into wearable art. With such an avid art following, Slonem’s collection for 
Echo will certainly expose the brand to the art aficionado customer (Slonem’s art is exhibited in over 50 
museums around the world). We actually met Hunt two years ago through a business friend. However, we did 
not begin working and collaborating with him until about a year later,” says Lynn Roberts, Echo’s Vice 
President of Communications. “We have always wanted to have artist’s collaborations and every time we 
discussed it internally, his name immediately came up. So we approached him and he was interested in 
partnering with us.” 

While the collection is certainly museum gift-shop ready, Echo’s main focus is its existing retail base of major 
department stores and specialty stores, as well as new stores that would be a good fit, says Dorothy Roberts, 
chairman, Echo Design Group. “We’ve always been about print, pattern and color and this art collaboration 
adds a new layer to what our regular customers already love about Echo.” Launching for Spring 2015, the Hunt 
Slonem for Echo Design will also produce Summer and Fall 15 collections. “This is the first in Echo’s new 
artist series,” says Lynn Roberts. “Our intention is to introduce a new partnership every year. 

 

 

http://www.accessoriesmagazine.com/author/laurenparker
http://d3e1acxe4aygmg.cloudfront.net/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/20140806_185026.jpg?47fe14
http://d3e1acxe4aygmg.cloudfront.net/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/20140806_185026.jpg?47fe14
http://d3e1acxe4aygmg.cloudfront.net/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/20140806_185026.jpg?47fe14
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Below a walk through Slonem’s colorful and eclectic art studio from last night’s event: 

 

 

 

http://d3e1acxe4aygmg.cloudfront.net/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/20140806_185049.jpg?47fe14
http://d3e1acxe4aygmg.cloudfront.net/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/20140806_185049.jpg?47fe14
http://d3e1acxe4aygmg.cloudfront.net/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/20140806_184821.jpg?47fe14
http://d3e1acxe4aygmg.cloudfront.net/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/20140806_184821.jpg?47fe14
http://d3e1acxe4aygmg.cloudfront.net/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/20140806_185049.jpg?47fe14
http://d3e1acxe4aygmg.cloudfront.net/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/20140806_184821.jpg?47fe14
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http://d3e1acxe4aygmg.cloudfront.net/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/20140806_184457.jpg?47fe14
http://d3e1acxe4aygmg.cloudfront.net/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/20140806_184246.jpg?47fe14
http://d3e1acxe4aygmg.cloudfront.net/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/20140806_184246.jpg?47fe14
http://d3e1acxe4aygmg.cloudfront.net/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/20140806_184059.jpg?47fe14
http://d3e1acxe4aygmg.cloudfront.net/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/20140806_184457.jpg?47fe14
http://d3e1acxe4aygmg.cloudfront.net/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/20140806_184246.jpg?47fe14
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Lauren Parker, Editor-in-Chief, Accessories Magazine 

As Editor-in-Chief of Accessories Magazine for the past 12 years, Lauren Parker has covered accessories both from a retail 
business perspective and a fashion point of view. In previous full-time magazine jobs and freelance gigs, she’s written 
about practically every angle of fashion lifestyle living, including accessories, fine jewelry, Caribbean travel, private jets, 
Hampton’s real estate, the New York art scene, the bridal industry, men’s lifestyle and being a mom. She loves meeting 
designers and seeing how their latest offerings capture the current zeitgeist and fit into the entire cultural and social 
picture. 

 

http://d3e1acxe4aygmg.cloudfront.net/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/20140806_184153.jpg?47fe14
http://d3e1acxe4aygmg.cloudfront.net/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/20140806_184153.jpg?47fe14
http://d3e1acxe4aygmg.cloudfront.net/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/20140806_184059.jpg?47fe14
http://d3e1acxe4aygmg.cloudfront.net/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/20140806_184153.jpg?47fe14
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artnet Asks: Painter Hunt Slonem 
Lorraine Rubio, Sunday, September 14, 2014  
 

 

Hunt Slonem      Photo: courtesy of theselby.com. 

Hunt Slonem grew up in a military family, living in Hawaii, Virginia, and Connecticut throughout his 
childhood. His time spent in Hawaii would leave a forever lasting impression as his neo-Expressionist 
impastoed oeuvre depicts birds, exotic flowers, rabbits, butterflies, leopards, and a many more colorful 
specimens. The animals have become an alphabet to which he discusses life, whether it be stacked and divided 
bunnies as a stand-in self-portrait or crowded birds flurrying through the canvas, a metaphor to the New York 
art scene in the early 1980s alongside the likes of Andy Warhol and Truman Capote. Slonem has exhibited 
internationally and has been an active participant in the Art in Embassies Program sponsored by the United 
States Department of State, where he received the first ever Medal of Arts from the Department of State for his 
“outstanding commitment” to the program. 

When did you know you wanted to be an artist? 
When I was really little. My grandfather painted and sent us paintings and paintings by other artists and it’s the 
only thing in my childhood that really resonated with me. My father was a naval officer. I grew up with models 
of submarines and missiles on the coffee table. But the paintings really got me going. We had to draw a picture 
of what we wanted to do when we grew up in first grade and I drew a picture of myself standing next to an easel 
painting and I’ve never swayed from that desire. So about the age of two or three, I’d say. 

http://artnet.com/artists/hunt-slonem/
http://www.artnet.com/artists/hunt-slonem/
http://www.artnet.com/artists/andy-warhol/
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Hunt Slonem, Catelayas (2013) 
Oil on panel 28.5 x 24 in. 
Photo: Courtesy of artist and DTR Modern Galleries. 

What inspires you? 
Nature, spirituality, other art. I like the word exotica, meaning anything that’s not familiar. I grew up with 
interest in tropical things. We moved to Hawaii when I was a child and I raised orchids and lived with birds. I 
was an exchange student in Nicaragua in high school. I also went to school in Mexico for a year. So it was a big 
hit, the tropics, early on in life. I just came back from Belize last week where I was blown away by the varieties 
of heliconia that are native to that part of Central America. So it’s an ongoing fascination with rarefied plant, 
animal, and insect forms. 

If you could own any work of modern or contemporary art, what would it be? 
One of my favorite works of art is part of modernism, it’s called The City Rises (1910) by Umberto Boccioni, 
the Italian Futurist painter. I’ve always loved that work. The city is such a fascinating thing and how it functions 
and rises, builds, and gets torn down and all the lights… [The City Rises] captures that divine manner of 
existence so beautifully. That’s always fascinated me. There’s artists I love and adore. I love Kiefer and a 
million artists. Picasso is my favorite, but as a single work [The City Rises] leads to an end as a single 
inspiration for me. 

 

Hunt Slonem, Channel Bill (Toucans) (2008) 
Photo: Courtesy of the artist and Jean Albano Gallery. 

http://www.artnet.com/artists/umberto-boccioni/auction-results
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What are you working on at the moment? 
I’m currently working on a number of things: rabbit, butterflies, and bird paintings and a new group of flora and 
fauna that I saw in Belize. I’m working on some large museums in museums that will have large installations. 
I’m doing some ceramics. I have a new book coming out on my homes and interiors. I just had the bunny book 
come out. Then I have lines of fabrics, wallpapers, and rugs coming out. 

 

Hunt Slonem, Yellow Stacked Bunnies (2013) 
Photo: Courtesy of artist and DTR Modern Galleries. 

When not making art, what do you like to do?  
I’m a big collector of 19th-century furniture and houses. I restore old national landmark houses that need my 
loving care. I have two plantations in Louisiana and a mansion in upstate New York.  I’m looking at some other 
large properties, so we’ll see what happens. I just collect a lot of stuff, so I need houses. 
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Two Standout Artists at the Dallas Art Fair  
 
Analog or digital? This question—perhaps the defining one of our time—is at the heart of James Verbicky’s “media 
paintings,” large-scale, glossy assemblages composed of vintage magazine cutouts applied in horizontal grids to Baltic 
birch panels, and finished with a slick of resin. Homages to print media and the now-benign language and designs of 
vintage advertising, Verbicky’s colorful collages absorb the bold text and formal flourishes of pages pulled from decades-
old copies of TIME, foreign publications, and books collected at flea markets. With no shortage of nostalgia in his voice, 
Verbicky says in an online video that delves into his magazine-strewn studio, “printing is such a dying media, this was the 
main way of influencing people back then.” In his eye-catching works, which explode with visual information and draw 
from the vocabulary of both Pop and Minimalism, these relics of print media are “sealed in time,” the artist says.  
Another artist to draw elements from Pop, Hunt Slonem—who you may know for his series of portraits of Abraham 
Lincoln and his mural that adorns the much-loved Manhattan institution, the Bryant Park Grill, as well as his signature 
paintings of exotic birds and butterflies—has said of his practice, “I was influenced by Warhol’s repetition of soup cans 
and Marilyn. But I’m more interested in doing it in the sense of prayer, with repetition...It’s really a form of worship.” 
Slonem employs this meditative strategy in captivating gouache and oil renderings of parrots, doves, macaws, and 
cockatoos—subjects that have been something of an obsession for the artist, all featuring in his personal aviary at his 
home in the American South. The New Yorker once reported that the artist could be found in his studio “painting away 
with a bird or two on his shoulders.” Among the tropical birds and butterflies that inhabit his paintings are rabbits, which 
Slonem began painting after discovering he was born in the year of the rabbit, according to the Chinese zodiac 
calendar.   
Focusing on their respective fixations has paid off for Verbicky and Slonem, whose works are richly patterned and 
imbued with tender reverence for their subjects. You can find their work, alongside others, at Madison Gallery’s booth 
at the Dallas Art Fair, April 10–13, 2014.  

 
 

Peace Plan, 2011 
 

https://artsy.net/editorial
https://artsy.net/editorial
https://artsy.net/editorial
https://artsy.net/editorial
https://artsy.net/artist/james-verbicky
https://artsy.net/gene/assemblage
https://artsy.net/gene/collage
https://artsy.net/gene/pop-art
https://artsy.net/gene/minimalism
https://artsy.net/artist/hunt-slonem
https://artsy.net/artist/andy-warhol
http://www.newyorker.com/archive/1995/06/19/1995_06_19_032_TNY_CARDS_000370644
https://artsy.net/show/madison-gallery-madison-gallery-at-dallas-art-fair-2014-1
https://artsy.net/show/madison-gallery-madison-gallery-at-dallas-art-fair-2014-1
https://artsy.net/artwork/hunt-slonem-peace-plan-2001
https://artsy.net/artwork/hunt-slonem-peace-plan-2001
https://artsy.net/artist/hunt-slonem
https://artsy.net/artist/hunt-slonem
https://artsy.net/artwork/hunt-slonem-peace-plan-2001
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THE HUNT FOR BUNNIES 
Down the Rabbit Hole with Painter HUNT SLONEM 
By Tyler Malone 

Photography and Paintings Courtesy of Glitterati Incorporated 
Design by Mina Darius 
 
Spring 2014 

— 

“Be vewy vewy quiet, I’m hunting wabbits,” says Elmer Fudd, in just about every cartoon he appears in with 
the world’s most famous rabbit, Bugs Bunny. Though he’s not hunting for rabbits (or wabbits) like Elmer Fudd, 
painter Hunt Slonem does a better job at capturing them. While Elmer Fudd constantly messes up in his attempt 
to turn Bugs into bunny stew, Hunt Slonem wakes up every morning and captures bunnies on canvas. These 
warm-ups are, as John Berendt calls them, “the artistic equivalent of calisthenics in which he flexes his painting 
apparatus to establish control over the colors, shapes, and textures that flow from his mind’s eye through his 
arm, hand, and brush on the painted surface.” 

Hunt Slonem paints countless other subjects, but the bunnies always begin his day. Like the White Rabbit in 
Lewis Carroll’s Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, they lead him down the rabbit hole to the Wonderland that 

http://pmc-mag.com/2014/03/hunt-slonem-2/
http://pmc-mag.com/
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is the rest of his paintings. I spoke with him about his new book, Bunnies, which collects a number of his bunny 
warm-ups. 

Tyler Malone: When and why did you start doing these warm-ups which John Berendt called your 
“artistic equivalent of calisthenics”? 

Hunt Slonem: I started a long time ago. About thirty years ago, I had a show in Richmond, and I didn’t have 
money for contemporary frames. I was going to the flea market a lot so I started buying 19th century photo 
frames. There was a standard size 8×10. I started working in that size. The frames sort of changed the way I 
worked. I started buying gallons of white paint, and painting wet into wet. So it was a huge breakthrough for 
me: I started doing these little studies to fit the frames in wet on wet. 

TM: So why did you pick bunnies as your subject? 

HS: I didn’t know at the time why I picked them. I liked them, and I’ve had them as pets off and on my whole 
life. I was using them in groups at the feet of saints. I don’t know: something about luck and multiplicity. I also 
just liked the shape, and they’re cuddly. Then one night I was having Chinese food and I looked down and 
realized I am the sign of the rabbit. So maybe they’re sort of all self-portraits? 

 

 

TM: Monet had his waterlilies. Dali has his soft watches. Warhol had his Campbell soup cans. You have 
your bunnies. Why do you think it is that so many artists, yourself included, have a particular image or 
icon or concept that they keep gravitating back to? 

HS: I like the idea of repetition. To me, it’s like divinity. Why is grass green? And why does so many different 
unique blades of grass make up the whole? Why are leaves covered with trees where no two are exactly the 
same? Why do you say the rosary and repeat certain things? I’ve followed a lot of Hindu practices throughout 
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my life, and we repeat mantras. So repetition and divinity for me go hand in hand. I have repeated everything 
I’ve done in life a million times. It’s almost hard for me to abandon painting anything. I am constantly 
repeating. I also think that every time you do it, you do a little better. 

TM: Who are some of your artistic heroes? 

HS: I’d have to say my number one is Picasso. But I like different people for different reasons. Warhol is a big 
inspiration for many different reasons, not necessarily painterly. I like Cindy Sherman’s work a lot. I like 
Richard Sexton’s work. He’s a New Orleans photographer. I also love Frida Kahlo and Diego Rivera. There’s 
millions of inspirations. I love American painting of the Victorian era. 

TM: You’ve mentioned the White Rabbit from Lewis Carrol’s Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland when 
discussing this series in the past. When you speak of Alice Adventure’s in Wonderland, there’s the idea of 
altered states and alternate realities that comes up, and of course related to that there’s also the concept 
of madness which is such a part of that book. “We’re all mad here.” How do you feel your bunny series 
fits in with those thematic concerns? 

HS: It’s a wonderful reference. It’s a magical reference. It’s a reference that has inspired all of our childhoods. 
As you say, the whole idea of alternative realities, and alternatives to authority, a bit of rebellion. There’s the 
big and little, and high and low. I love the whole tea party scene. I keep in my homes full place sets of old Paris 
porcelain dinnerware at all times on the table. People come and eat on paper plates on top of it, and move from 
seat to seat. The whole idea of the continual event. 
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TM: What other rabbit paintings are in your mind as you paint? 

HS: The most famous rabbit painting in the world is probably Dürer’s Hare, which my generation grew up on. 
There’s that movie Harvey. There’s Bugs Bunny. There’s a whole book on rabbits and art, and it’s pretty 
amazing. We’ve just always been fascinated by painting rabbits, all the way back to Medieval times. We don’t 
paint rats as often, even though they’re both rodents. There’s just something about rabbits that we love. There’s 
something charming. People carried rabbits feet for lucky charms when I was a kid. They’re a symbol of 
fertility and multiplying. 

TM: Though we’ve discussed the idea of you continually coming back to bunnies, obviously bunnies 
aren’t the only thing you paint. What was the thought behind doing the book specifically on bunnies, 
which is only just a small selection of what you paint? 

HS: Well, it’s becoming an increasingly larger part of my work. It’s just something I’ve always wanted to do. 
Marta [Hallett] gave me the opportunity to do it. She was very open to the idea. She did a gorgeous job with the 
book. And it’s out just before Easter, which is great. 

TM: A lot of the idea being of creating art in any of its forms has to do the concept of creating something 
beautiful to live on after you, a sort of surrogate immortality. What do you want people to say about you 
and your artwork long after you are gone? 

HS: I’d like them to say anything they want. I paint. I have paint in my veins. It might seem like a silly thing 
today to want to paint when there are so many other forms of expression. But I grew up around art, and I just 
love to paint, and have since I was child. I paint whether anyone likes it or not. I guess I hope I’m remembered 
for reminding people to look at nature more. It’s vanishing at such a rapid rate, I hope we still have wild rabbits 
running around in the near future. I hope my work lasts. That’s the hope. But that’s not why I do it. I do it 
because I have to. 



 

 

Alec and Hilaria Baldwin make appearance at book launch 

By Mara Siegler                                                                                                        March 27, 2014 
| 11:19pm 
Modal Trigger  

 
Alec Baldwin, Hilaria and baby with artist Hunt Slonem. Photo: PatrickMcMullan.com  

Alec Baldwin can’t stay away from the limelight despite boldly bidding goodbye to public life 
— and New York.  

http://pagesix.com/2014/03/27/alec-and-hilaria-baldwin-make-appearance-at-book-launch/
http://pagesix.com/author/mara-siegler/
http://nyppagesix.files.wordpress.com/2014/03/baldwin1.jpg


He was with Hilaria and baby Carmen at a Manhattan magazine bash Tuesday for the release of 
artist Hunt Slonem’s new book “Bunnies” at the Paul Smith boutique in Soho. Baldwin happily 
mugged for photos without incident.  

A source said he was there because Hilaria had done a cover for Manhattan’s sister magazine 
Beach and he came as her date.  

Also there: Ann Dexter Jones, Sharon Bush, Lady Liliana Cavendish, Slonem’s journalist bro 
Jeffrey Slonim and Naeem Khan. 

 
 
 
 

http://pagesix.com/2014/03/26/the-downfall-of-a-dictators-daughter/
http://pagesix.com/2014/03/26/the-downfall-of-a-dictators-daughter/
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Bird's-eye View: Talking Art With Hunt Slonem 
By Rosemary Feitelberg, Photos by Kyle Eriksen 

 

 
One of the many seating areas in Slonem's massive work space. 

 
Amidst Hunt Slonem’s murals, hundreds of paintings and sculptures in his cavernous 30,000-square-foot work 

space, one thing is clear — the artist likes to go big. 
 

Beyond the art, as far as the eye can see, 60-plus birds, some of which are 60 to 75 years old, were squawking 
away from an unseen section of his studio during a recent visit. The 62-year-old artist is widely recognized for 
his neo-Expressionist paintings of birds. But, like much of what he does, even his hobbies are rooted in his art. 

An ardent antique collector with a New Orleans sensibility, Slonem has what he describes as the largest 
privately owned Gothic sofa collection, not to mention hundreds of top hats and framed iridescent blue morpho 

butterflies on display.  

 
 

http://www.wwd.com/wwd-masthead/rosemary-feitelberg-1616415
http://www.wwd.com/eye/design/birds-eye-view-talking-art-with-hunt-slonem-7612795/print-preview/slideshow
http://www.wwd.com/eye/design/birds-eye-view-talking-art-with-hunt-slonem-7612795/print-preview/slideshow
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But back to the art. With 36 exhibitions of his works planned for this year alone, a new book release and a Lee 

Jofa-made rug collection set to make its debut this fall, Slonem says he is nearing the purchase of The Rexmere, 
a former 400-room hotel in Stamford, N.Y., that he plans to convert into a work studio and decorative art 

museum.  
 

Tonight, Slonem will be holding court in the Paul Smith store in New York’s SoHo signing copies of his sixth 
tome, “Bunnies” (Glitterati Inc.), which has a foreword by John Berendt. Every morning Slonem starts his work 

day with “daily warm-ups” (a term he borrowed from the abstract expressionist Hans Hofmann), spending 30 
minutes painting rabbits on small rectangular panels made of wood and Masonite. Signings are also slated for 

April 9 at Lord & Taylor’s flagship and April 23 at Dylan’s Candy Bar. 
 

The Kittery, Maine-born artist routinely paints until 7 or 8 p.m., or well into the night if he is not going out. But 
despite having had 350 shows since 1977, he barks, more than bristles, when asked why he is so prolific. 

 
“Because I’m a working artist. I mean, Picasso was prolific, you know [Andy] Warhol left [behind…] I hate 
that question. Why shouldn’t I be? Is Damien Hirst?” he says. “I paint my work and I enjoy painting. It is the 
glue and fiber of my existence. Nothing else satisfies me. I get my ideas by working daily. You know, it has 

taken me 62 years to arrive at what I do. I didn’t just start scribbling overnight. And the simplicity of my work 
came from leaving things out.” 

http://www.wwd.com/eye/design/birds-eye-view-talking-art-with-hunt-slonem-7612795/print-preview/slideshow/7612796
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A wall of the artist's bunny paintings. 

 
Raised in what he called an Ozzie & Harriet-type world where calling cards were in order, Slonem and his 

siblings grew up in many places because their father was a Navy officer. As a high school exchange student in 
Nicaragua, he would skip school and hit the jungle with his butterfly net. Slonem says that magical experience 
has never left him, “My whole work was influenced by it. I remember all of it so vividly, the name of the parrot 

and the servants, and this wonderful woman named Rafaella who used to comb all of the girls’ hair. The 
grandfather was 95 and lived in this 300-year-old house with 40-foot ceilings, and little families of turtles would 

walk out into the jasmine-filled courtyard. It was just straight out of ‘100 Years of Solitude’ [Gabriel García 
Márquez’s classic novel].” 

 
After graduating from Tulane, he studied at the Skowhegan School of Painting and Sculpture in Maine, and 
then in 1973 followed the “don’t go to grad school, just go to New York” career advice. Meeting Roz Chast 
briefly at a Robert Mapplethorpe opening led him to his first apartment — a $250 monthly rental in SoHo. 

Recalling that “edgier” time in the city, Slonem says, “I just remember being with René Ricard at some after-
hours place on Avenue D and being frisked for guns walking in. Maybe my ideas were fresher, but every day 

was this adventure. I’m happier now that I’m more focused.” 

 
 

http://www.wwd.com/eye/design/birds-eye-view-talking-art-with-hunt-slonem-7612795/print-preview/slideshow/7612807
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A view of Hunt Slonem's massive work space. 

 
One thing is clear: Slonem is savvy about real estate. Years after his arrival in Manhattan, he scored 30,000 

square feet with a terrace in the Starrett Lehigh Building for $5 a square foot, which he kept for a stretch. If that 
weren’t enough elbow room to paint, the artist later landed an 85-room, 45,000-square-foot space on 10th 

Street.  
 

Like The Albania and The Lakeside, the two plantations that he owns in Louisiana, The Rexmere is a National 
Historic Landmark. “I’ve always said that with 100,000 square feet I can be kept busy for the rest of my life,” 

Slonem says. “I can fill up 20,000 to 30,000 [square feet] in a few years.” 

 

http://www.wwd.com/eye/design/birds-eye-view-talking-art-with-hunt-slonem-7612795/print-preview/slideshow/7612809
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N AT UR A L B E A U T Y 
Maria Hatzistefanis, founder of cult beauty brand Rodial, has decorated her home in 
sumptuous neutrals  by ANGELA VILLA 

 

 

Step inside the chic Chelsea town house belonging to Maria Hatzistefanis and you are 
immediately seduced by the understated glamour of every room. It's no surprise, really, as 
glamour has become a byword for the founder of cult beauty brand Rodial.  

An eye-catching pink and gold butterfly painting, by New York artist Hunt Slonem, dominates 
the room. 'It was the first important piece of art that I bought with my husband and we still love 
it.' 



INGENUE AUGUST 2004 
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An artist’s sumptuous book of bunnies, just 
in time for Easter 

R. Stephanie Bruno April 20, 2014  

 

 

Anyone old enough to remember the Easter bunnies at Scheinuk the Florist’s on St. Charles Avenue every 
spring can recall the experience of standing outside the bunny enclosure, watching the rabbits as they slept or 
hopped or sat perfectly still. Grown-ups seemed always to tire of bunny gazing, but children could watch for 
hours (and create a scene when forced by an exasperated adult to get in the car and leave the bunnies behind). 

New York artist Hunt Slonem seems as mesmerized by rabbits as the boys and girls of New Orleans back in the 
’50s and ’60s. Slonem, a Tulane University graduate who visits the city monthly and has restored two Louisiana 
plantations, wakes every morning and warms up by painting rabbits. 

Now, Glitterati Press has collected dozens of Slonem’s rabbit images in “Bunnies,” a sumptuous, large-scale 
book alive with gold pages and vivid color. 

The book isn’t what Slonem expected, but he says that’s a good thing. 

“I probably would have done something much more modest, images of bunnies in frames, one to a page, 
something like that,” he said. “But the publisher had a different idea. They wanted it to be a coffee-table-sized 
book with gold pages and large-scale images. I’m thrilled they insisted on it, because what they produced 
surpassed anything I would have come up with.” 

The shimmering presentation and life-size images succeed in capturing the viewer’s imagination in 
unpredictable ways. What is it about a big book filled with painted images of bunnies that induces a meditative 
state? Is it the repetition, like a mantra? Is it the seemingly endless variety of personalities that Slonem can tease 
out of a few skilled brush strokes? Or is it the rabbit image itself? 

“I found out reading the table mat at a Chinese restaurant that I was born in the year of the Rabbit, but I had 
been painting rabbits long before that. Rabbits have an innocent appeal, almost vulnerable, but they have a 
mythological quality, too. There are just so many associations with rabbits in our culture,” Slonem said. “There 
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are figures like the White Rabbit and the March Hare in ‘Alice and Wonderland,’ there’s Harvey the Pooka in 
the movie with Jimmy Stewart, there’s the white rabbit of Grace Slick and Jefferson Airplane. Rabbits represent 
good luck.” 

Rabbits are also a symbol of “intimate activity,” as he phrased it, due to the fact that they reproduce at an 
astronomical rate. 

 

And reproduce they have, at least in their painted form. An entire wall of Slonem’s 
newest studio (located in the building that formerly housed Plato’s Retreat in 
Manhattan) is covered with rabbit paintings hung in frames that Slonem has purchased 
at flea markets and estate sales all over the world then carefully fitted to the subject. 

Some paintings are stark — spare but expressive black lines on a white 
background — but others have colored backgrounds in luminous shades of green, 
pink, blue or red. Some canvases have multicolored and metallic surfaces. 

 

“My newest technique is mixing diamond dust into the paint to make the surfaces glisten,” he said. “I use it on 
black or dark blue paintings and outline the rabbits in white.” 

Slonem said that his fascination with the creatures goes back to his childhood in Maine, where he would spot 
bunnies at twilight. “It took on a mythical feel, it being neither day nor night but in-between.” 

In the book, all rabbits have names, something the publisher requested and Slonem worked furiously to 
accommodate. 

“I came up with as many as I could think of,” Slonem said. “Almost everyone I have ever known is in there 
somewhere or another.” 

Rabbits are also named obliquely for the two Louisiana plantations that Slonem has restored: Albania and 
Lakeside. The bunny named “Jeanerette” is for the Louisiana town near which Albania is located and “Bayou 
Teche” is the body of water that borders it. Another rabbit is named for the Morganza Spillway, located just 
down the road from Lakeside Plantation in Batchelor. 

Slonem shows his paintings in galleries around the world and has been collected by major museums, including 
the Guggenheim and Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York, the Smithsonian in Washington, D.C., and the 
Ogden Museum of Southern Art in New Orleans. 

Locally, he exhibits at Martine Chaisson Gallery on Camp Street in the Warehouse District, which will host an 
exhibition of his new works in August for White Linen Night. 

Although Slonem is known to keep birds in his studio space, along with the Gothic Revival furniture and 
marble busts he loves so well, his single foray into rabbit ownership was what he described as “a disaster.” 

“I lost three assistants to that rabbit! It would chase people. I finally gave it to a friend who owned a farm,” 
Slonem said. “The rabbit fell in love with one of the farm horses and would follow it everywhere. Maybe it was 
really a horse in a rabbit’s body.” 



VANITY FAIR MAY 8,2014 

                                                                                         May 8, 2014  

5 Whitney Art Party-Inspired Accessories 
In anticipation of this evening’s Whitney Art Party, we’ve been checking out some of the pieces up for auction. 
To make a rather large generalization, the same root source can spark an idea in many different creative fields. 
Here, we round up works in the realm of art and accessories that draw from the same well of inspiration. 

By: Daisy Shaw and Jaclyn Cobourn 
 

 

Courtesy of the Whitney Museum of American Art, Courtesy of Finn. 

 
 

Hunt Slonem, Untitled (Rabbit) and Finn Rabbit Necklace 
Yes, Finn’s gold bunny is an obvious match for this gilded Slonem painting, but with both being such literal 
interpretations of the animal, it seemed silly not to pair the two. Animal lovers can gaze at their walls, their 
necks, or both —D.S 

 

http://www.vanityfair.com/contributors/daisy-shaw
http://www.vanityfair.com/contributors/jaclyn-cobourn
http://www.vanityfair.com/
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living in 
colour

Artist Hunt Slonem, an eccentric and debonair 
character, has held more than his share of attention 
from the media and from art buyers. Born in 1951 
in Kittery, Maine, Slonem has travelled to many 
destinations across the globe, including Hawaii, 
where as a child he was inspired by the exotic 
elements surrounding him. He now resides in New 
York City, where he is a prolific artist and major 
collector of antique furniture and objets. Since 1977, 
he has staged 250 solo exhibitions at many galleries 
and has work in the permanent collection of The 
Metropolitan Museum of Art.
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Since he was two years old, Hunt Slonem knew that he wanted 

up at the last minute, as it usually does.” This “miracle” occupies 

objets d’art that he has collected 

around the world.

regularly paint him.” Then there is another small coral coloured 
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miracles.” Slonem claims that “miracles happen every day under 
within his homes, lavishly and eclectically decorated, and clearly 
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Hunt Slonem
 

New at Groundworks

FABRIC, WALLPAPER & CARPET  

Art Meets Design
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2

FRITILLERY
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Fritillery, Multi
GWF-3402.953

3

Slonem’s empathy for, and connection to biodiversity in all of its forms, as well as the spiritual connection 

to the concept of metamorphosis, led him to include the butterfly as one of the recurring themes in his 

work.  Appearing in a range of color-saturated palettes, the paintings in this series feature butterflies in 

multiples, reinforcing the theme of repetition as meditation and mantra.  

His paintings are layered with thick brushstrokes of vivid color, and are often cut into in a cross-hatched 

pattern to add texture to the overall surface of the painting. This technique of painting wet onto wet, then 

layering the crosshatched pattern, mimics the effect of viewing the subjects through a cage, as he often 

does when he paints. It also reveals colors buried below the top layer of paint, adding dimension and light 

that reveals itself to the viewer and enhances the bright bold colors he employs in his paintings. 

The butterfly motif is represented in Fritillery through layers of embroidery, woven to mimic his signature 

cross hatch technique. The butterflies in this series are based on the specimens Slonem studied and collected 

as a boy and now paints from memory. 

Hunt Slonem is an American painter, sculptor, and printmaker best known for his Neo-Expressionist 

paintings of tropical birds and exotic butterflies, painted in a style he describes as “exotica.” Slonem has 

traveled all over the world, but it was a childhood spent in Hawaii and a year studying in Nicaragua that 

has had the most profound impact on his life’s work, exposing him to new plant and animal species as well 

as a heightened awareness of cultural norms and spirituality. Though he has not been back to Nicaragua 

since his visit as a teenager, his memories are as vivid as if he’d just stepped off the airplane. The color 

combinations and wildlife he encountered there inspire him to this day.

 

Slonem’s New York City loft as well as his art studio function as walk-in aviaries, and house his extensive 

collection of antique sculptures and Neo Gothic furniture. The environments he creates have become as 

important as the works themselves, as he is constantly surrounded by the world he seeks to recreate 

through his paintings. He spends a week every month at his other homes, two historic Louisiana plantations, 

Albania and Lakeside, as well as a mansion in upstate New York. All of his homes are decorated with period 

antique furniture, collectibles and sculpture, as well as his own work.

 

Today, the motifs he explored in his early works have been reduced to their essence and have become 

recurring themes: birds, butterflies, bunnies and portraits. To Slonem, repetition is divinity. Just like the 

act of repeating a phrase creates a mantra, the object is elevated and the act of repeating these forms 

becomes an act of worship. The process of painting is sacred to Slonem, and as a result, his body of work 

represents so much more than what’s painted on the canvas.
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BAYOU CASINO
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Slonem’s birds are the witnesses of his life. His home and his studio house hundreds 

of birds, both in and out of cages. The variety of species at any given time includes 

macaws, troupials, tanagers, hornbills, hummingbirds, toucans, barbacks, parrots 

and more.

Bayou Casino is styled after Slonem’s signature parrot series, which he paints using 

dozens of live parrots as models in his studio. The fabric, which is digitally printed 

on 100 percent linen, was named in honor of Slonem’s plantations on the bayous of 

Louisiana. Albania Plantation is located on the Bayou Teche in St. Mary Parish, northwest 

of New Orleans and Lakeside Plantation is located in Bachelor, north of Baton Rouge. 

Lakeside Plantation was once owned by Marquis de La Fayette, whose close relationship 

with lifelong friends such as Thomas Jefferson, Benjamin Franklin, James Monroe, 

John Adams, and Robert Livingston played a pivotal role in the Louisiana Purchase. 

The property is listed in the National Register of Historic Places listings in Louisiana. 

Bayou Casino, Multi/Red
GWF-3407.953
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CATELAYAS 2

Catelayas 2, Purple/Berry
GWF-3406.104
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As a child in Hawaii, Slonem collected orchids, and his passion and respect for the flower continues to this day, including this 

fragrant, tropical variety. For Slonem, the orchid is a constant source of inspiration and pure spirit. The fabric, Catelayas 2, is 

digitally printed on 100 percent linen to capture the nuances and explosive color of Slonem’s orchids, which are presented 

against a subtle backdrop of Guardian monkeys. 
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STAR OF INDIA

Star of India, Multi
GWF-3400.437
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Star of India describes a type of tortoise that was a former pet of the artist. The name 

also describes a famous sapphire that is one of the largest in the world. The Maharani, or 

Princess, of Cooch Behar, in the foothills of the Eastern Himalayas, carried around a jeweled 

tortoise for luck. The fabric application of Star of India is digitally printed on linen with a 

combination of viscose velvet applique and viscose embroidered shells. 
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MONSTERRA

Monsterra, Red/Green
GWF-3401.923
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Slonem’s paintings express a strong affinity for nature, combined with the meditative repetition 

of objects and forms.

Monsterra is one of Hunt’s most beloved leaf forms. Surrounded by Queen Alexandra’s 

Birdwing Butterflies, this pattern has a dynamic and exotic motif. It is digitally printed on 

linen and the butterflies are applied with viscose embroidery, adding dimension and texture.

Monsterra, White/Spring
GWF-3401.173
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BUNNY WALL

Bunny Wall, Ivory
GWP-3410.101
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Slonem’s fascination with the rabbit began in the early 1980s when he discovered that he was born in the year of the rabbit, according 

to the Chinese zodiac calendar. They first appeared in his paintings of saints surrounded by animals. Over time the rabbit has become 

a singular motif, appearing on its own on small canvases, or grouped together on larger ones, all framed in authentic antique 19th 

century portrait frames which are hand selected by Slonem.

 

A signature feature of Slonem’s New York City studio is the Bunny Wall, a large expanse of salon-style groupings of Slonem’s small 

bunny paintings, some famously hung while still wet. These signature paintings are collectors’ items, and have inspired similar style 

groupings in both museums and private collections.

 

Bunny Wall is a trompe l’oeil wallpaper that mimics the effect of the framed paintings against different colored backgrounds. Hutch offers 

a seamless series of bunnies, unframed and multiplied, on solid and metallic backgrounds. The carpet options are fully customizable 

and beautifully textured to recreate Slonem’s painting technique in pure New Zealand wool as well as wool and bamboo silk combination.

Hop Along – Cobalt/Black 
Hutch, Gold

GWP-3413.40
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GUARDIANS

Plan – Neutral
Plan – Taupe/Grey

Plan – Grey
All Eyes – Neutrals
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The Guardians is a series of paintings that feature the eyes and mouths of monkeys, repeated in rows 

across the canvas using simple brushstrokes to create a recurring pattern. Slonem first began painting 

monkeys after observing the self-portraits of Frida Kahlo in which she’s frequently pictured with monkeys. 

In Mexican mythology, monkeys are symbols of lust, but Kahlo portrayed them as tender and protective 

symbols, a concept with which Slonem identifies, in addition to her primitive painting techniques, use 

of color and symbolism. 

In the fabric application, Guardians is a jacquard velvet with cut and loop pile, offered in eight saturated 

hues with a subtle hint of metallic. The carpet options are fully customizable, and woven to order by artisans 

in Thailand from wool and wool viscose combinations. The enhanced stippling effect of the design creates 

a beautifully textured heirloom-quality carpet. 

Guardians, Grey
GWF-3403.11

Fritillery, Multi
GWF-3402.953



When Art Meets Design by Hunt Slonem 

explores artist Hunt Slonem’s fantastically 

decorated and meticulously restored 

homes. Vivid original photography reveals 

the intersection  of antiques, artwork and 

fabrics—including the artist’s eponymous 

collection for Groundworks—offering an 

exciting view into his unique world.

www.assouline.com

Front Cover: Wallpaper: Hutch, Gold GWP-3413.40
                          Fabric: Catelayas 2, Purple/Berry GWF-3406.104

Back Cover: Catelayas 2, Purple/Berry GWF-3406.104

GROUNDWORKS AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY AT LEE JOFA   
www.leejofa.com
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NEW YORK, NY ! Audi of America Inc. today announced it will unveil a custom-painted A5 created by New York City-based 
"#$%&$'()*$'+,-*./0'"$'$1.'2-/3"*45&'6%26'-77'.8.*$'7-#'$1.'9::;'<.='>-#6'?*$.#*"$%-*",'@)$-'+1-='"$'$1.'@)A%'B-#)/'<.='

York City. The A5 %&'@)A%5&'",,'*.='&3-#$&'2-)3.C'?*'"AA%$%-*'$-'$1.'&3.2%",'@D')*8.%,%*E0'@)A%'=%,,'&1-=2"&.'$1.'1%E1,4'
anticipated R8 TDI Le Mans concept.  
 
@&'3"#$'-7'@)A%5&'-*E-%*E'#.,"$%-*&1%3'=%$1'F.*%&.'G%215&'HIJ'B-)*A"$%-*'7-#'K"*2.#'G.&."#210'$1.'+,-*./-designed A5 will 
be auctioned off later this year to benefit the organization. The G&P Foundation was created to encourage the development of 
more effective therapies for patients with leukemia, lymphoma and related cancers. Prior to auction, the A5 will tour the country, 
including a stop at the American Film Institute at the Arclight in Los Angeles. Additionally, the car will be displayed at events 
created by another non-profit organization Audi supports, Best Buddies International. Best Buddies is dedicated to enhancing the 
lives of people with intellectual disabilities by providing opportunities for one-to-one friendships  

 

L@)A%'%&'2-//%$$.A'$-'3#-8%A%*E'&)33-#$'$-'=.,,'A.&.#8%*E'-#E"*%M"$%-*&'/"6%*E'"'A%77.#.*2.'%*'3.-3,.5&',%8.&'.8.#4A"40N'&"%A'

O-1"*'A.'<4&&21.*0'.P.2)$%8.'8%2.'3#.&%A.*$0'@)A%'-7'@/.#%2"C'LQ.'"#.'1-*-#.A'$-'=-#6'=%$1'F.*%&.'G%21'"*A'$1.'HIJ'

Foundation for Cancer Research, and know that our support will help with their mission to develop new therapies for treating 
cancer. We thank Hunt Slonem for contributing his artistic talents to create a distinctive version of the A5 that will be sold for a 
8.#4'=-#$1=1%,.'2")&.CN 
 
The Audi R8 TDI Le Mans concept made its first and only U.S. appearance at the 2008 North American International Auto Show 
in January 2008. The R8 TDI Le Mans features a variation on the Le Mans-winning Audi R10 diesel engine. The concept 
/-A.,5&'$=.,8.-cylinder clean diesel engine produces 500 hp and 738 lb-ft of torque, while achieving a fuel-efficient 23 mpg. 
 
The event will also feature catering by famed chef and restaurateur David Bouley, and a performance by the Loston Harris Trio. 
 
About Audi of Amer ica 
Audi of America, Inc. offers a line of luxury vehicles that include the Audi A3 sport compact; the sporty A4 sedan, Avant and 
Cabriolet models; the high performance S4 sedan, Avant and Cabriolet models, the high-revving RS 4 sport sedan and Cabriolet; 
the all new S5 Coupe with 354 hp; the design-leading A6 sedan and Avant; the V-10 powered high performance S6 sedan; the 
Audi Q7 performance SUV; the new all-aluminum Audi A8 and A8L; the new S8 with V10 power; the all-new 2008 TT Coupe 
and Roadster models; and the all-new, all-aluminum R8, one of the most exclusive mid-engine sports cars in the world.!
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